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Abstract

Results

Table 4

circRNAs with differential expression associated with Hypertension by miRNA**
The PhenoGen.org website was created to provide to the scientific community complete information on the
genomes and the transcriptomes of several organs. This information is collected across a large panel of
inbred and recombinant inbred (RI) rat strains (the Hybrid Rat Diversity Panel, HRDP) for use in quantitative
genetic analysis of complex traits. The gathered transcriptome information contains quantitative data on
both protein coding and non-coding RNA (lncRNA, miRNA, snoRNA and others). Recently, a new class of
ncRNA, circular RNA (circRNA), has come to prominence as a regulator of physiology and behavior. circRNAs
are thought to play important roles as miRNA sponges and through interaction with transcription complexes
that affect gene expression. After deep sequencing RNA from various organs, we utilized the CIRI and
CircExplorer2 circRNA prediction programs on ribosome-depleted total RNA-Seq data from BN-Lx and SHR
strains, the parental strains of the HXB RI panel, one of the panels in the HRDP. Data were generated on
brain, liver and left ventricle (LV) (n≥3). We identified 13,160 prospective circRNAs in brain, 2,934 in liver and
5,021 in LV. We therefore supplemented our RNA-Seq studies by analyzing the LV RNA using hybridization
arrays designed to capture known and probable circRNA sequences (Arraystar, Inc). We quantified the
expression of 12,132 circRNAs in at least 50% of samples tested. We found significant differential expression
of 76 circRNAs between BN-Lx and SHR rats. The differential expression between these strains, coupled with
the known functions of circRNAs, suggests that circRNAs may contribute to cardiovascular disease and other
complex traits.

Table 2

circRNAs detected by Computational
Methods
Tissue

CIRI

CircExplorer2

Liver

928

2006

Heart

1535

3486

Brain

4337

8823

Background

Regulation
SHR vs. BNLx

circRNA

Chromosome

Strand

circRNA_type

Gene Symbol

up

rno_circRNA_008880

chr2

+

exonic

Pde5a

up

rno_circRNA_018022

chrX

-

exonic

Ophn1

miRNA Binding
Sites

rno-miR-362-5p
rno-miR-495

rno-miR-133c, rnolet-7g-5p
up

mmu_circRNA_30337

chr10

-

exonic

Cacna1h

up

rno_circRNA_012827

chr5

-

sense overlapping

Zbtb8b

up

rno_circRNA_018020

chrX

-

exonic

Ophn1

up

rno_circRNA_000109*

chr1

+

exonic

Ube3a

down

rno_circRNA_014594

chr6

+

sense overlapping

LOC100359558

down

rno_circRNA_013313

chr5

-

exonic

Gabbr2

down

rno_circRNA_008890

chr2

-

exonic

Ndst3

down

rno_circRNA_005195

chr14

-

exonic

Mtmr3

down

mmu_circRNA_21243

chr13

+

exonic

Tmco1

down

rno_circRNA_002620

chr10

+

exonic

Spag9

*Overlaps with BP QTL

rno-miR-199a-5p
rno-miR-21-5p
rno-miR-362-5p
rno-miR-128-3p
rno-miR-199a-5p
rno-miR-29b-5p
rno-miR-181b-5p
rno-miR-191b

rno-miR-29c-3p,
rno-miR-29b-3p

** Refs. 9-15

Table 5

15 circular RNAs physically located within
Blood Pressure QTLs
circRNA

chromosome

strand

rno_circRNA_016461

chr8

-

Gene Symbol
Dis3l

rno_circRNA_005713

chr15

+

Pcdh17

rno_circRNA_005704

chr15

+

LOC686234

mmu_circRNA_41750

chr1

+

Sema4b

rno_circRNA_001530

chr1

+

Arid1b

rno_circRNA_016382

chr8

-

Neo1

mmu_circRNA_44470

chr8

+

Dpp8

rno_circRNA_005389

chr15

+

Cadps

rno_circRNA_000107

chr1

+

Ube3a

rno_circRNA_000727

chr1

+

Prkcb

rno_circRNA_000251

chr1

+

Abhd2

rno_circRNA_005708

chr15

+

LOC686234

rno_circRNA_000109*

chr1

+

Ube3a

mmu_circRNA_44300

chr8

-

Neo1

rno_circRNA_000459

chr1

-

Uvrag

*Overlaps with BP QTL

Phenogen.org is a multifaceted and dynamic resource for the scientific community that aims to incorporate a
tool set for circRNAs, an emerging class of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) generated primarily through
“backsplicing” mechanisms. Three types of circRNAs: exonic, intronic and exonic-intronic (EIcircRNAs) (Figure
1), are thought to play important roles in genetic regulation in two main ways. Exonic circRNAs, located
primarily in the cytoplasm, are mostly described to function as miRNA sponges, while nuclear interactions
with transcription complexes that affect gene expression are more often described for EIcircRNAs and the
rarer intronic RNAs (Figure 2). circRNAs have recently been linked to a number of cardiovascular diseases (Ref.
3).The normotensive BN-Lx and spontaneously hypertensive SHR rats used in our studies are widely used in
hypertension research (Figure 3 & 4, Ref. 17). We pursued both computational detection methods on our
existing RNAseq datasets in multiple tissues as well as circRNA arrays on left ventricle tissue from the parental
strains of the HXB RI panel, one of two RI panels in the Hybrid Rat Diversity Panel (HRDP) (Figure 3). We hope
to combine these two approaches with our broad, well established datasets to gain insight into the roles of
circRNAs and eventually generate a circRNA pipeline and toolset for integration into Phenogen.org.

Table 6

Overlap of circRNA detection from Computational and Array Methods in
Heart
BNLx
circRNA

Regulation
SHR vs.
BNLx

Gene Symbol

miRNA Binding
Sites
rno-miR-362-5p

rno_circRNA_008880

up

Pde5a

rno_circRNA_018022

up

Ophn1

rno-miR-495

rno_circRNA_000109*

up

Ube3a

rno-miR-362-5p

rno_circRNA_005195

down

Mtmr3

rno-miR-181b-5p

mmu_circRNA_21243

down

Tmco1

rno-miR-191b

Spag9

rno-miR-29c-3p,
rno-miR-29b-3p

rno_circRNA_002620

down

CircExplorer2

SHR
CIRI

CircExplorer2

CIRI

*Differentially expressed and overlaps with BP QTL

Discussion and Conclusions
Table 3

circRNAs Detected by
Array

Methods

circRNA_type variable

Number in Dataset
Tested

Antisense

39

Exonic

9,729

Intergenic

249

Intronic

108

Sense Overlapping

2,009

Table 1

circRNA Computational Detection Tools for RNASeq Datasets
Method

Approach

Genomic Origin

Dependencies

Performance

CIRI

Segmented
read-based

Exonic,
Intronic,
Intergenic

bwa, perl

High Precision,
Good
Sensitivity

Segmented
read-based

Exonic,
intronic

STAR,
bedtools,
python (pysam,
numpy)

CirCExplorer2

High Precision,
Good
Sensitivity,
Intuitive
Interface and
Efficient

Adapted from Zeng, et al 2017 PLoS Comput Biol.

Telemetric daytime blood pressure (both systolic and diastolic blood pressure, SBP and DBP) was measured
every day for 1 week on 7 rats/strain. Total RNA was isolated from BNLx and SHR Rat Brains, livers and left
ventricles (n≥3) via the Qiagen RNeasy system. cDNA libraries were prepared from ribosome-depleted total
RNA with the illumina Truseq Total Stranded Library preparation kit and sequenced by Genewiz on an
illumina HiSeq sequencer. Raw reads were processed through CIRI, while trimmed and filtered reads were
processed through CircExplorer2 (Table 1). Predicted circRNAs were merged based on circRNA annotation
start and stop sites from each algorithm and number of exons (if applicable). The circRNA candidates were
filtered based on detection in at least 2/3 samples in a strain. Due to the relevance of hypertension in our
panel, we focused on the heart and supplemented our RNA-Seq studies with hybridization arrays designed to
capture known and probable circRNA sequences (Arraystar, Inc). For the Arraystar arrays, Total RNA from
left ventricle (n=3), prepared as described above, underwent RNAse L treatment to enrich for circRNAs,
followed by labeling, and hybridization using conventional array methods by Arraystar, Inc (Fig 5). circRNAs
that presented with significant
differential expression by Arraystar, Inc
(Fold Change ≥ 2, p ≤ 0.05) were
predicted for miRNA binding sites in
them by both Miranda and TargetScan
algorithms (12, 16). To look at a subset
not as dependent on fold change, we
subsequently filtered circRNA
candidates for an FDR <0.05. A genetic
marker set (specifically SNPs) from the
STAR consortium (http://www.snpstar.eu/; STAR Consortium et al 2008)
was used for blood pressure
quantitative trait loci (QTL) analyses.
The QTLs were calculated using a
weighted marker regression were the
weight was defined as 1/within strain
standard error. Genome-wide p-values
were determined using permutation
and 95% Bayesian credible intervals
were estimated for both significant and
suggestive (genome-wide p-value<0.05
and <0.63 respectively).

Between the CIRI and CIRCExplorer2 predictions, we identified 13,160 prospective circRNAs in brain, 2,934
in liver and 5,021 in LV in the BNLx and SHR samples (Table 2). We also observed the overlap of circRNAs
between tissues in these strains (Figure 6). Curiously, we were not able to detect any overlap of the
predictions between CIRI and CircExplorer2. Subsequently, we focused on the heart and observed
differences in the overlap of circRNAs between the BNLx and SHR strains (Figure 7). In our circRNA array,
we quantified the expression of 12,132 circRNAs in at least 50% of samples tested in the left ventricle
(Table 3) and found significant differential expression of 76 circRNAs between BN-Lx and SHR rats (Figure
8) and 12 of the circRNAs contained binding sites for miRNAs previously described in hypertension (Ref. 915). (Table 4). Additionally, after filtering independent of fold change we found 122 circRNAs with
differential expression between strains (Figure 8). 15 of these circRNAs overlap with blood pressure QTL
regions (Figure 8 & Table 5). Two of these circRNAs demonstrated differential expression in our array
criteria, (thus miRNA binding sites were already mapped by Arraystar) with one, cirRNA_000109,
containing a binding site for a miRNA associated with hypertension (Ref. 9). We also were able to detect
this circRNA computationally with CircExplorer2 as well as several other circRNAs linked to hypertension
(Table 6).

circRNAs have been demonstrated as important in cardiovascular disease and hypertension (3). We show here
that computational methods may complement our existing RNAseq datasets in detecting circRNAs with
biological relevance. We will need to further refine our approach to merge outputs from CIRI and CircExplorer2
as well as consider additional circRNA prediction methods. However, our circRNA array technologies coupled
with analysis of our existing datasets may present new targets for understanding polygenic affects. In the case
of hypertension, we identified differential expression in 76 circRNA candidates within Arraystar criteria and 122
circRNA candidates with an approach independent of fold change. 12 of these circRNAs may act as miRNA
sponges implicated in hypertension (Refs. 9-15). In particular we identified circRNA_012827 which interacts with
miR-199a-5p, a miR known to aggravate primary hypertension by promoting apoptosis and hindering autophagy
(7). Also, we identified a circRNA (circRNA_018022) with a binding site for miR-495, a miR with a demonstrated
role in vascular remodeling via cell cycle influence in mice with pulmonary hypertension (9). Many more
circRNAs candidates and mechanisms may become clear as we predict miRNA binding sites for circRNAs
differentially expressed independent of fold change through Miranda and TargetScan. Additionally, we would
like to examine the overlap of these circRNAs in the brain, a tissue known to play an important role in
hypertension (Refs.18-20). Overall, we were able to identify the potential of Phenogen.org coupled with
computational resources on existing datasets to provide information on predicted circRNAs. Two probable
candidates were identified that may function as either miRNA sponges or through mechanisms as yet
undescribed, but possibly through other circRNA functions such as transcriptional regulation. Our overall goal is
to use our existing datasets on Phenogen.org, complemented with circRNA detection algorithms and arrays, to
provide a functional predictive and mapping circRNA tool for the HRDP available to researchers worldwide.

Future Directions
• Refine the merge and filter parameters for comparing CIRI and CircExplorer2 predictions and investigate
additional computational tools.
• Comprehensively compare computational circRNA detection with circRNA Array detected circRNAs in the left
ventricle.
• Identify miRNA binding sites for circRNAs with differential expression independent of fold change.
• Normalize CIRI and CircExplorer2 data and compare differential expression of circRNAs of interest from both
the circRNA array and that overlap with the BP QTL.
• Identify overlap of differentially expressed circRNAs in heart with circRNAs in Brain and Liver tissues
• Collect data to complete the HRDP for heart to provide for expression QTL analysis.
• Develop and integrate circRNA tools and mapping for Phenogen.org
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